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1 Introduction

An interesting problem in the field of natural language processing (NLP) concerns the ordering of multiple adjectives
modifying the same head noun. The number of orderings is exponential in the number of modifiers, however they
do not occur with equal frequency, and intuitively, some orderings simply seem to ”sound better” than others. For
example, consider the noun ”chair” and the adjectives ”leather”, ”green” and ”old.” The phrase ”old, green, leather
chair” sounds very natural, particularly when contrasted with another ordering such as ”green, leather, old chair”.
Therefore, an interesting task in NLP is, given a noun and a set of adjectives that modify it, to choose the best ordering
of the adjectives. While ”best” may be a highly subjective criterion, there are many cases where certain orderings are
undoubtedly ungrammatical. Neverthelss, it is not easy for a human to explain precisely why he or she perfers one
ordering to another. A system which can solve this task could be employed in text generation to create better-sounding
text or in a word-processor, giving suggestions to the user on how he or she might improve the wording of the text.
Furthermore, as a matter of linguistic interest, a system that performed well on this task might be very useful in helping
to determine why exactly certain orderings are preferred by humans.

2 Previous Work/Our Formulation of the Problem

The issue of adjective ordering has been of issue to linguists since long before the field of statistical natural lan-
guage processing began. Many early lingusists suggested that adjectives belong to semantic classes, and that there
is an inherent ordering among these classes. For example, Goyvaerts [1] proposed the ordering size/length/shape<
old/new/young< color< nationality< style< gerund< denominal. Yet no matter what ordering is proposed, there
will always be exceptions. Indeed, there are some cases where multiple orderings are not only legitimate, but carry
different semantic content. For example, the phrases ”average seven-day cost” and ”seven-day average cost” each
refer to a different quantity. Therefore, one must bear in mind that this problem is somewhat ill-posed; there cannot
always exist a single correct ordering when taken out of context.

While this problem does not rank alongside probabilistic parsing or POS tagging in terms of popularity, there
is a reasonable body of work dealing with adjective ordering. Malouf [2] presents a survey of algorithms used to
choose the correct ordering of pairs of adjectives. Malouf reports accuracy of up to 92 percent using a combination of
algorithms, but his work only focused on the case of bigram pairs. Many of Malouf’s ideas originated in Shaw [3]. .
In this paper, we will expand on Malouf’s ideas by applying his techniques to longer adjective n-grams. In the interest
of tractability, we chose to focus only on the adjective trigram ordering problem, thereby saving us from dealing with
longer, very infrequent sequences of adjectives.
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One particular challenge that we had to deal with was how best to test our algorithms. Since we don’t have
a working text-generation system, we were unable to actually generate text given a preferred ordering. Instead, we
extracted adjective-adjective-adjective trigrams from our corpus, randomized the order of the adjectives, and asked our
algorithm to determine what the most likely original ordering was. While this test sometimes relied on unreasonable
expectations (such as when multiple orderings in fact appear with high frequency), nevertheless it is a good measure
for determining the relative strength of algorithms.

3 Training/Test Data

One of the difficulties of this task was that while many problems can utilize most or all of the words in a corpus,
we were restricted to sequences of adjectives, in particular adjective bigrams (which we often used as training data)
and adjective trigrams. This severly reduces the utility of seemingly vast corpora. Recognizing this fact, we chose to
sacrifice the better quality of the Penn Treebank corpus (1 million words) and instead utilize the BLIPP-WSJ corpus,
a 30-million word corpus of machine parsed text from the Wall Street Journal. We extracted all the adjective-adjective
bigrams and adjective-adjective-adjective trigrams from the corpus, ignoring the head nominals. The advantage of
choosing the BLIPP-WSJ corpus is that we had 30 times as many training instances, but the downside is that not all
of the training instances were accurate. In particular, there were many words that seemed to be incorrectly tagged as
adjectives. After converting the corpus to TGrep2 (which is more efficient and more powerful than ordinary TGrep)
format, we were able to extract approxmately 71,000 unique adjective bigrams and approximately 6000 unique adjec-
tive trigrams. For each of our algorithms we used the list of bigrams as our training data and the trigrams as our test
data. Since the training data and the test data were taken from the same set of documents, we had to be careful to make
sure that the test data was unbiased. Some of our algorithms required a computationally intensive training stage, so
it would not have been feasible to do cross-validation and retrain from scratch each time. Instead, we performed the
training only once, but each time we analyzed a test trigram we subtracted one from the counts of each of the contained
bigrams, and we retrained only the part of the system that was affected.

4 Multiple Approaches

We chose to pursue multiple approaches to the problem, given that many different ideas seem reasonable. In the
first scheme, we tried using semantic information from WordNet to reduce the problem of data sparsity for bigram
probability estimation, and then used these (supposedly) more robust estimates for adjective bigram probabilities to
choose a best ordering. Our second approach, based on the direct evidence algorithm discussed in Shaw and Malouf,
chooses a particular ordering based on the relative frequencies of pairs of orderings of the adjectives. Our third strategy
is based on the interesting if not somewhat controversial argument that there exists a partial ordering among adjectives
such that the transitivity relation holds. Given the belief that adjective A precedes adjective B and B preceds C, we
infer that A precedes C. Our final approach, which we included to put in perspective the degree to which a huge corpus
can help us, used the Google API to choose the best trigram orderings by searching for all six orderings and choosing
the best one.

5 Semantic Information Approach

One approach to adjective trigram ordering problem involves using adjective bigram probability estimates. For a
particular orderingwi1 −wi2 −wi3 of the trigramw1−w2−w3, we estimate the probability of the this ordering in
terms of bigram estimtates, e.g.P(wi1,wi2)P(wi2,wi3). However, in order to do this, we need reliable adjective
bigram estimates, which the 70,000 bigrams obtained from the BLLIP-WSJ corpus do not really provide as there
are an exponential number of adjective bigrams. Therefore, we tried to create better estimates by mapping each
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adjective-adjective pair to a synset-synset pair derived from WordNet. In particular, for each adjective we obtained
a list of its senses and picked the first one (we had no reliable way of obtaining sense information), and then stored
the corresponding synset. To calculate the probability of a particular permutation of a trigram, we split the trigram
wi1−wi2−wi3 into two bigramswi1−wi2 andwi2−wi3, mapped each bigram back to its corresponding synset pair,
and used the probability estimates for the synset-synset pairs. The result was not very good however; on the test
set of 6071 unique adjective trigrams, the program only correctly ordered 1590 of them (in breaking ties in terms of
probabilities amongst different permutations, the correct ordering was not selected, hence introducing even random
guessing in these cases would improve the score). This is likely because the data was still very sparse, since for the
approximately 50,000 bigrams that were successfully mapped to synset pairs using wordnet, there were approximately
43,000 synset pairs, a load factor of only 1.16, clearly not demonstrating a very good reduction in data sparsity.

6 Direct Evidence

The Direct Evidence approach relies on the frequency of adjective-adjective bigrams in the training corpus to determine
the preferred ordering of a trigram in the test set. According to Shaw’s direct evidence hypothesis, for any two
adjectives there exists one of three possible relations between them. Either adjective A precedes B, B precedes A, or
there is no particular preferred ordering. In our implementation of Direct Evidence, we chose to focus our results to
favor one of the first two cases; only when we had no preference whatsoever did we assume no particular ordering.
We implemented three versions of the Direct Evidence approach. In the first version, we initialized our candidate set
to contain each of the six possible permutations of the adjectives. We then performed a number of filtering operations,
in an attempt to reduce the size of the candidate set to one. We first comparedCounts(A,B) with Counts(B,A)
(whereCounts(x,y) denotes the number of times bigram x, y appeared in the training corpus). IfCounts(A,B) >
Counts(B,A), we assumed that A precedes B, and so we filtered out all orderings where B preceded A. Similarly, if
Counts(B,A) >Counts(A,B), we assumed that B precedes A, and we filtered out all orderings where A preceded B.
If Counts(A,B) = Counts(B,A), no filtering was performed. We next compared adjectives A and C in the same way,
filtering out certain permutations if one ordering was preferred. We did the same with adjectives B and C. Our goal of
this method was to perform enough filter operations so that only one ordering remained. If we were able to reduce our
candidate set to one we reported that candidate as our answer; if not, we reported ”NO SOLUTION.”

The results of this fairly naive approach were rather astonishing. Of the 4258 cases where we were able to report
an answer, 3939 were correct (precision = 92.5 percent.) There were 3970 cases where we were unable to filter down
to one result, however, resulting in a recall of only 47.9 percent.

Our results for direct evidence were extremely encouraging, but we were somewhat disappointed at the frequency
with which we were unable to return a result. We therefore embarked on a new method to provide guesses in cases
where the first method failed to. Our second direct evidence algorithm relied only on the unigram tendencies of a given
word to appear on the left side versus the right side of a bigram. For each adjectivew, we computed scoresf irst(w)
andsecond(w) according to (1) and (2) whereb is a bigram in the training data.

f irst(w) = ∑i 1(bi [0] = w)
∑i(1(bi [0] = w)+1(bi [1] = w))

(1)

second(w) = ∑i 1(bi [1] = w)
∑i(1(bi [0] = w)+1(bi [1] = w))

(2)

score(wi ,w j ,wk) = f irst(wi)∗ f irst(w j)∗second(w j)∗second(wk) (3)

Basically, f irst(w) is the percentage of time in the training data thatw appeared on the left side of a bigram, out
of all the times thatw appeared. Likewise,second(w) is the percentage of time thatw appeared on the right side of a
bigram. We next computed a score for each of the six possible permutations according to equation (3) and chose the
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ordering with the highest score. The scoring function penalizes orderingswi is unlikely to appear on the left side of a
bigram,w3 is unlikely to appear on the right side of a bigram. In addition, the formula favors sequences wherew2 is
equally likely to appear on the left or on the right.

Not surprisingly, this method performed relatively poorly in isolation. It answered 4913 correctly compared with
3252 incorrectly, for a precision score of only 60.1 percent. But there were only 63 cases where it failed to produce a
specific answer (the top two scores were identical). Thus, method 2 had greater recall than method one; it was able to
solve many of the cases where method one failed.

The next natural progression, method 3, was a combination of methods one and two. We were particularlally
optimistic that they could be combined well because method 1 had such high precision. Method 3 was implemented
by first filtering out candidate permutations according to Method 1. If the candidate set size was reduced to one, we
returned that permutation. Otherwise, we reverted to method 2. Another advantage of this approach was that in many
cases method 1 was able to filter out 3 or 4 of the possible orderings, even if it wasn’t able to choose the precise
ordering. This made it more likely that method 2 would produce the correct result.

We were quite happy with the performance of method 3. In 6116 cases, the correct answer was returned, 1976
cases the wrong answer was returned, and there were 136 times where it was unable to determine the best result. This
corresponds to a 75.6 score in precision, and a 74.3 recall score.

7 The Transitivity Approach

Malouf and Shaw describe an interesting algorithm that is based on the transitivity assumption of adjective orderings.
The transitivity hypothesis claims that if adjective A is known to precede B and B is known to precede C, then we can
conclude that A preceds C. Applying this hypothesis, we can come up with an algorithm that determines the ordering
of three adjectives A, B, and C even if one or more of the pairs does not appear anywhere in the training data. Malouf
reports moderate results using the transitivity algorithm to solve the bigram ordering problem; we decided to try to
apply this algorithm to solve the trigram ordering problem.

The way the algorithm works is relatively simple. A weighted graph is created, with one node for each adjective,
and edges between the nodes representing transitions. For each pair of adjectivesp, q that appear together in a bigram
in the training set at least once, we generate weighted edges fromp to q andq to p.

Each edge fromp to q is assigned a weight, representing the cost of guessing thatp precedesq. In theory, this
means that ifp is known to precedeq then the edge fromp to q will have a weight of 0, and the edge fromq to p will
have a weight of infinity.

−log(1− (
1
2n )

n

∑
k=m

(
n!

(n−k)!k!
)) (4)

Edges are assigned between nodesp and q based on the frequencies of bigramsp,q and q, p in the training
data, according to (4). This formula is rather nonintuitive, so let us walk through some examples to demonstrate the
reasoning behind it.n is the number of times that adjectivesp andq appeared together in any order, andm is the
number of times that they appeared asp,q. If n is 0, then we do not know anything about the relationship between
these two adjectives, and no edges are created. Ifn> 0 andm is 0, then the orderingq, p has been seenn times butp,q
has not been seen at all.Thus, it is very unlikely thatp precedesq. Working through the formula, we see that regardless
of the value ofn, the value of the summation will be 2n and so the weight will be infinity. Consider next the case where
p,q has been seenn times andq, p has been seen 0 times.n choosen (the value inside the summation) is linear with
respect ton while the denominator is exponential. Thus, asn increases, the value that we take the log of gets closer
and closer to 1 and the score gets closer and closer to 0. But for smalln, the score remains substantially greater than
0. We can now view the traversal along an edge fromp to q as making a guess thatp precedesq. The weight of the
edge is the penalty for making that guess. Edges with infinite weights exact maximal penalties because we are ”sure”
that p does not precedeq. Likewise, if there is lots of evidence to show thatp does come beforeq, the penalty for
traversing that edge is very small. Having constructed the graph, we can compute shortest path distances between any
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System Num correct Num wrong Didn’t guess Precision Recall
Semantic 1590 6071 NA 0.26 0.26
Transitivity 3894 2513 1821 0.61 0.47
Direct Evidence 1 3939 319 3970 0.93 0.48
Direct Evidence 2 4913 3252 63 0.60 0.60
Direct Evidence 3 6116 1976 136 0.76 0.74
Google 232 146 NA 0.61 NA

Table 1: Summary of adjective ordering results.

two nodesp andr to find the relative likelihood that there exists a path fromp to r where each adjective precedes the
adjective that comes after it. We can then compare for any three adjectivesp, q, andr the shortest paths through all
three of them, and choose the ordering according to the order of the path. We used Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the
shortest paths between all six permutations and chose the permutation for which the score was lowest. While this was
certainly a fun algorithm to implement and think about, we were rather disappointed with the results, especially when
compared to the naive algorithm from the previous section.

The transitivity algorithm produced the correct result in 3894 cases, the incorrect result in 2513 cases, and in 1821
cases it failed to find any path (or two paths were equally short). The precision was 60.8 percent and the recall was
47.3 percent. While we were disappointed with these unimpressive results, they should not come as so much of a
surprise because the more complicated the algorithm, the greater the chance for estimation errors at one of many paths
in the algorithm.

8 The Google Approach

For our final test, we used to Google API to estimate the relative frequency of adjective orderings. For each trigram,
we queried Google for all six permutations of the adjectives. The queries were issed in quotation marks to ensure
that Google only returned pages containing that particular ordering. The Google API contains a function to return
the estimated total number of search results for a given query, so we selected the permutation to maximize this value.
Our reasoning was the most frequent ordering appearing in web pages is very likely to be the correct ordering of
the adjectives. Our results were rather surprising, and demonstrate the effects of scarcity on even the world’s largest
corpus. Of 378 trigrams tested, this approach determined the correct ordering only 242 (61 percent) times.

9 Summary of Results

Table 1 demonstrates the success rates of each of the algorithms. To us the most surprising result was that Google
was not the best indicator of predicting proper trigram orderings. When we started this project, we believed that it
would be impossible for us to create a system that could compete with simply comparing the frequency of trigrams in
Google. Yet the relatively simple Direct Evidence Method 3 algorithm produced much better results than Google.

10 Conclusions and Further Work

In summary, we have explored a variety of approaches for the adjective ordering problem, including a semantic ap-
proach, several direct evidence approaches, a transitivity based approach and a simple but interesting approach utilizing
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the Google search engine. Given more time to investigate this problem, we would look for ways of combining these
various approaches and augmenting them with semantic information; for example, the direct evidence methods could
benefit in terms of reducing data sparsity by utilizing a WordNet based approach; while we only dealt with synsets,
WordNet has a variety of different relationships amongst words, and hence investigating the value of these relations
would likely only improve the already reasonable results presented here. Note that the Google technique utilizes a cor-
pus far larger than any of the other techniques, yet the direct evidence techniques outperform it. It would be interesting
to try and utilize the information provided by Google in counting bigrams for use in any of these methods. Further, a
study of the quality of these results from Google would be of great interest, as NLP in general could benefit a great
deal from simply utilizing Google for these sorts of tasks, provided that the data is reliable and accurately reflects the
phenomena of interest. Failing the increased use of Google, larger corpora would be advisable, given that we were
only able to extract approximately 70,000 adjective bigrams from the 30 million words of the BLLIP-WSJ corpus;
these bigrams are therefore difficult to come by and hence more text is advisable.
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